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Abstract

Photoinduced electron transfer (ET) in dyads consisting of zinc porphyrins or zinc

phthalocyanines as the electron donors and fullerene C60 as the electron acceptor was studied in

different environments. Time-resolved absorption and emission spectroscopy studies were

performed to monitor the populations of the transient states involved in the ET reaction. In

porphyrin-fullerene dyads the reaction proceeds via an intramolecular exiplex intermediate. The

precursor of this state can be observed as a broad absorption band, also known as charge transfer

(CT) band, in the far red part of the spectrum. The molar absorption of the CT band was strong

enough to populate the intramolecular exciplex directly from the ground state by exciting the

dyad  at  its  CT band.  By using  this  strategy  the  number  of  intermediate  states  in  the  excitation

relaxation process was reduced to two, and the quantitative analysis of the ET reactions

involving the exciplex and the complete charge-separated (CS) state was carried out by

constructing a kinetic model based on the Marcus theory of ET and Boltzmann distribution law.

The model was successfully applied to a zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad and it allowed to evaluate

the ET parameters, e.g. the free and reorganization energies, the electronic couplings for the

exciplex and the complete CS state, and the charge separation degree in the exciplex. The

developed model can be applied for such dyads at any value of the dielectric constant of the

solvent.

Chloride binding to the central zinc of a zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad results in drastic changes

in the energies and lifetimes of the locally excited singlet state of porphyrin, the exciplex, and the

complete CS state. The effects of the chloride coordination on the energies and lifetimes of the

ET intermediates were examined and explained by the electric field effect on the donor

chromophore induced by the negative charge of the chloride ion ligated to the central metal of

porphyrin. The ligation results also in an increase of the oscillator strength of the CT absorption

band.
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Compared to porphyrin-fullerene dyads the chloride binding effect was found to be much weaker

in zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads. The forward ET reaction in the zinc phthalocyanine-

fullerene dyads was found to occur in the Marcus inverted region. The latter conclusion was

made because the chloride ligation to the zinc phthalocyanine moiety of the dyad was found to

result in (i) an increase in the driving force of the ET reaction and (ii) a decrease in the ET rate

constant.
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1 Introduction

The electron transfer (ET) is an essential phenomenon for many fields of chemistry and also for

many biological redox processes that are crucial for life, such as metabolism and photosynthesis.

For example, in natural photosynthetic membranes, arrays of chlorophyll molecules are used as

antennas to capture sunlight and the collected energy is transferred to a reaction center, where it

is utilized in the ET reaction generating an electrostatic potential energy between two

chromophores [1-5]. Then, this electrostatic potential energy is used in the production of

adenosine tri-phosphate, the energy currency of living organisms.

Mimicking the charge separation occurring in the reaction centers of natural photosynthesis is a

very challenging task because of the complexity of this process. Therefore, the design of

artificial models of the photosynthetic centers becomes necessary to achieve the ET reaction in

molecular systems [5-10]. Recently, more efforts have been devoted to the design and synthesis

of molecular and/or supramolecular species that can function as antennas and reaction centers in

artificial systems for the photochemical conversion of solar energy. The simplest mimic can be a

dyad molecule consisting of an electron donor (D) and an electron acceptor (A), which

represents a donor-acceptor pair (DA) with at least one of the species being capable to absorb the

light [2,4].

The combination of porphyrins and/or their analogues phthalocyanines with fullerenes can serve

as efficient DA systems [5,8,11-14]. The ET reactions of porphyrin- and phthalocyanine-

fullerene DA compounds have remarkably small reorganization energies, which arise from the

large π electron systems delocalized over the porphyrin and/or phthalocyanine surface together

with the confined structure of the aromatic fullerene spheroid [15-17]. The porphyrin- and

phthalocyanine-fullerene compounds are promising structures for designing organic solar cells

and other molecular electronic systems. The outstanding property of porphyrin-fullerene DA

dyads is their ability to undergo fast photoinduced ET and slow charge recombination (CR), thus

generating a long-lived charge separated (CS) state, which fulfills the requirements for an

efficient photosynthetic reaction center [5,8,11,13]. In addition, it has been reported that

phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads undergo photoinduced ET even in non-polar media, e.g. in

toluene,  as  well  as  in  polar  solvents  [18].  One  of  the  important  factors  that  control  the  ET
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reaction is the center-to-center distance between the donor and acceptor. Two covalent linkers

with a suitable length can be an effective approach to build up a dyad with D and A brought in

close contact to achieve a symmetric structure with face-to-face orientation [12,19-23].

In addition to the center-to-center distance between D and A species, the environment has a

significant impact on the ET mechanism of such DA compounds. Specifically, the presence of

ligands in the solution of the dyad molecules gives the opportunity to build new chemical

systems where the ligand binds with the central metal of the donor moiety, e.g. the zinc pophyrin

or the zinc phthalocyanine. The new coordination bond between the central metal and the ligand

can result in a considerable change in the ET reaction properties of the dyad [13,24]. The electric

field, induced by the ligand, around the dyad molecule leads to a change in the energies of the

intermediates involved in the photoinduced ET reaction, which in turn affects the rate of the

charge separation and recombination processes.

The optimization of systems capable of ET requires that the reaction mechanisms are known in

detail. The first step is the study of the intramolecular reactions of the DA compounds in

solutions. Such studies necessitate the use of time-resolved spectroscopy techniques and

advanced theoretical methods to analyze the experimental results. This Thesis aims to offer a

contribution to the understanding of the photoinduced ET phenomenon in zinc pophyrin- and

zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads taking place in solvents with different polarities as well as

in ionic environments, i.e. in the presence of strong negatively charged ligands such as chloride

or bromide ions. In addition, special attention was paid to the intramolecular exciplex of the zinc

porphyrin-fullerene dyads, which is a common and important intermediate in the photoinduced

reactions of such dyads.

All the dyads under study have two covalent linkers to restrict the conformational freedom of the

donor and acceptor chromophores by keeping them at a fixed orientation. In order to gain

information on the equilibrium reaction between the exciplex and the complete CS state in

porphyrin-fullerene dyads, a theoretical model was constructed to achieve a clear quantitative

discrimination between the exciplex and the complete CS state even though their transient

absorption spectra are rather similar [III]. The studies published in papers [I,II,IV] are devoted to

understand the role of the halide binding to the zinc porphyrin- and zinc phthalocyanine moieties

of the dyads in the ET reaction schemes and the exciplex properties.
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2 Background

2.1 Marcus theory for electron transfer

For the design of artificial molecular systems, it is essential to understand the principles of the

processes occurring in the natural photosynthetic reaction centers and the factors that make these

reactions possible. A qualitative understanding of the theoretical background behind the ET

reactions can be gained from the classical  Marcus theory [25-29].  In a system consisting of an

electron donor (D) and an electron acceptor (A), an ET takes place from D to A, resulting in the

generation of a CS state (D•+A•–). In the ET processes, D and A can be either two separate

molecules, or two moieties of the same molecule. The former and the latter are usually referred

to as the intermolecular and the intramolecular ET reactions, respectively. In the photoinduced

ET reactions of simple conjugates the reactant (the initial state) is a locally excited state of either

the donor (D*A) or the acceptor (DA*)  generated  from  the  ground  state  (DA)  by  a  photo-

excitation process, and the product (the final state) is the complete CS state (D•+A•–). The Marcus

theory of ET succeeds also to interpret the charge recombination process, i.e. the transition from

the CS state to the ground state in addition to the forward ET reaction.

According to this theory, the multidimensional potential energy surface connecting the reactant

and product states is reduced to a single dependence on so-called generalized reaction coordinate

with parabolic dependences in vicinities of the reactant and product equilibrium states (Figure

2.1) [25-28]. The reaction coordinate describes the changes in the nuclear coordinates of the

molecule itself and in those of the surrounding solvent molecules.

In the classic ET theory the curvatures of both the reactant and product state potentials are

assumed to be the same [26]. Therefore, the surface of the product state is resulted from shifting

the parabola of the reactant surface in both axes, i.e. in the energy and reaction coordinate scales.

At a point where both the reactant and product states have similar nuclear coordinate

configuration the ET reaction occurs. This means that the ET reaction proceeds at the transition

state where the reactant and product parabolas intersect each other (Figure 2.1). The difference

between the minimum energy of the reactant state and the energy where both reactant and

product surfaces intersect is called the activation energy, EA,  of  the  ET  reaction  (Figure  2.1).
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Therefore, the reactant state undergoes ET only when its surface potential distorts from the

equilibrium by EA [26,29].

EA

ΔG°

λr

hν

D*A

D•+A•–

DA

fr
ee

en
er

gy

reaction coordinate

Figure 2.1 Potential energy surfaces for the ground state (DA), the excited state (D*A, reactant
state), and the complete CS state (D•+A•–, product state) versus the reaction coordinate. The
initial step is photo-excitation of the DA system to the excited state via a vertical transition.

The ET rate constant, kET, can be obtained from the classical transition state theory where the

population of the transient state follows the Boltzmann distribution law [25,26]:
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A
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where κel is the electronic transmission coefficient or probability to change the parabola, νn is the

frequency of passage (nuclear motion) through the transition state, which has a value close to the

vibrational frequency, 1013 s-1 [26], kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. Within

the parabolic approximation of the potential energy curves, the activation barrier for the ET

reaction is expressed as:
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where ΔG° is  the  change  in  Gibbs  free  energy  for  the  ET  reaction,  and λr is the total

reorganization energy. The reorganization energy represents the change in Gibbs energy if the

reactant state were to distort to the equilibrium configuration of the product state without transfer

of the electron. Thus, the classical expression for the ET rate constant is [26]:
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4
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.                                                                                                  (2.3)

The Gibbs free energy with negative sign, -ΔG° in Equation 2.3, is called the driving force of the

ET reaction. In the classical Marcus theory of ET (Equation 2.3), there is an interesting feature

because the driving force of the ET reaction determines the activation energy for a fixed value of

the reorganization energy and as a result determines the rate of the ET reaction. If –ΔG°< λr, an

increase in the driving force of the ET reaction results in a decrease in the activation energy

barrier and therefore in an increase in kET. This regime is called the normal region, because the

reaction becomes more exergonic with increasing the driving force. When -ΔG°=λr, the

maximum ET rate is achieved. When the driving force of the ET reaction becomes larger than

the reorganization energy, -ΔG° > λr, the barrier of the activation energy reappear again and the

rate of the ET reaction is slowed down, which is called the Marcus inverted region [25-29].

The reorganization energy is usually divided into two terms, the internal component term, λri,

and the outer sphere or the solvent reorganization energy, λrs, as follows [26,28]:

λr = λri + λrs.                                                                                                                                (2.4)

The internal component arises from the structural differences between the equilibrium

configurations of the reactant and product states and it is expected to be quite small particularly

for the molecules having big and highly symmetrical structure. The outer term arises from

differences between the orientation and polarization of solvent molecules around the reactant and

product states of the studied system [26].

According to the classic dielectric continuum model [26,28], the dependence of the solvent

reorganization energy on the medium polarity is predicted to be:

λrs = bfs = b (1/n2 − 1/εr),                                                                                                            (2.5)
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where fs is the solvent polarity factor, n is  the  refractive  index  of  the  medium,  and εr is the

dielectric constant of the solvent. The parameter b is a coefficient in the linear dependence of λrs

on fs.

The coefficient b has been defined according to the spherical approximation of the donor and

acceptor as follows [26,28,30,31]:
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4 0
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,                                                                                                  (2.6)

where qe is the elementary charge, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, RD and RA are the radii of the

donor and acceptor, RDA is the center-to-center distance between the donor and acceptor.

The Marcus theory of ET is applied successfully for mono-step ET reactions explained above.

However, when the ET reaction proceeds via an intermediate the quantitative analysis using one-

dimensional model becomes difficult [32]. One example is the presence of the exciplex as an

intermediate in the ET reaction, which will be explained in the following section.

Equation (2.3) works reasonably well for so-called adiabatic ET, when κel ≈ 1 and the system

remains on a single potential energy surface. For diabatic or non-adiabatic ET reactions a

quantum mechanical treatment becomes necessary. This treatment considers the probabilities of

the electronic and nuclear tunneling between the reactant and product states. The expression for

the quantum mechanical calculations of ET rate is [25-27,29]:
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where V is the electronic coupling matrix element between the reactant and product, S is  the

electron-vibrational coupling, h is Planck’s constant, i is the vibrational level, and  Ev is the

energy of the vibrational mode.

A more careful consideration for the pre-exponential factor in the classical theory of ET

(Equation 2.3) is obtained from the comparison with the semi-quantum treatment (Equation 2.7).

This gives the dependence of the ET rate constant on the electronic coupling as follows [25-29]:
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where ΔG0 is the Gibbs free energy of the ET process, i.e. the driving force of the reaction.

2.2 Exciplex and charge-transfer absorption and emission bands

The definition of an exciplex according to IUPAC is an electronically excited complex, of

definite stoichiometry, “non-bonding” in the ground state [33]. For example, the exciplex can be

a complex formed by the interaction of an electronically excited molecular entity with a ground

state partner of a different structure. The terms “compact exciplex” and “loose exciplex” have

sometimes been used to indicate that such exciplexes may have structures closely related to a

contact ion pair or a solvent-separated ion pair [33].

In some conditions, when the interaction between the donor and the acceptor is strong, the

exciplex can be formed and it may have sufficiently long lifetime to undergo light emission [34-

36]. This emission is a distinctive quality for the exciplex and it is usually used to characterize

the exciplex state, where the emission band appears as a broad band in the red and near IR

spectral regions [34-36]. The exciplex state can also be characterized by a partial shift of electron

density from the donor to the acceptor, and a large dipole moment, which reflects the degree of

the charge transfer [37-39].

Since the two distinct properties of the exciplexes are the charge shift and the electronically

excited state, the term CT complex is sometimes used as an alternate name to the term exciplex.

In fact, the terms exciplex and excited CT complex have been used to describe such excited CT

states, where the donor and acceptor do not form a complex in the ground state, and excited state

charge transfer occurs upon bimolecular encounter of an excited molecule and a quencher [37-

39]. An excited CT complex, however, can be formed either as a result of a bimolecular

quenching reaction, or directly by light absorption in the CT band of the ground state complex.

It has been found that even in relatively simple DA conjugates, the photoinduced inter- and

intramolecular ET reactions can be complex and multi-step processes, when the exciplex is

formed as an intermediate [34-40]. Under certain conditions the exciplex lowers the potential
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energy barrier between the locally excited state and the complete CS state, and thus accelerates

the ET process [23,41-44].

The environment affects the exciplex properties significantly. When the exciplex is formed as an

intermediate in the ET reaction prior to the generation of the complete CS state, the lifetime, the

energy, and the emission quantum yield of the exciplex decrease with the increase of the solvent

polarity [34,40,45]. The free energy of the exciplex (ΔGex) has been found to depend linearly on

the inverse of the dielectric constant of the solvent as follows [31]:











r
ex

aEG
0 ,                                                                                                                  (2.9)

where E0 is  a  constant  representing  the  free  energy  of  the  exciplex  when  the  Coulombic

attraction between the donor and acceptor is neglected and a is a coefficient showing how strong

is the dependence.

According to the simple point-to-point interaction model and assuming that the only solvent-

sensitive  part  of  the  free  energy  of  the  exciplex  (and  also  of  the  complete  CS  state)  is  the

Coulombic interaction between the donor and the acceptor, the coefficient a in Equation 2.9 will

have the same expression as the coefficient b given in Equation (2.6). This means that a is  the

solvent independent coefficient, which depends only on the molecular structure [25,26,28-31]

(see Section 2.1).

The case of the porphyrin-fullerene systems is unique in the sense that the energies of the locally

excited states of both porphyrin and fullerene chromophores, and the energy of the complete CS

state are relatively close to each other, which facilitates the formation of the exciplex

intermediate in the ET reaction. Although the exciplex intermediate is highly probable in such

ET reactions, its experimental observation and quantitative characterization are challenging

tasks. The reason for this is that the exciplex has features of both its precursor and product, the

locally excited state and the complete CS state, respectively, being not easily distinguishable in

transient absorption measurements. As stated above, the most characteristic quality of the

exciplex is its distinctive emission band in the red and the near IR spectral regions, which has

been detected for many non-bonded and covalently bonded DA systems particularly in non-polar

environments [23,27,35-37,39-41,43-45].
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Detailed photophysical investigations of the covalently linked porphyrin-fullerene DA

compounds have revealed spectroscopic and kinetic evidence, which suggest that the ET reaction

occurs via an intramolecular exciplex [12,41,42,46]. It has been demonstrated that the complete

CS state is not observed for a series of porphyrin-fullerene dyads in non-polar solvents because

its energy has been found to be higher than that of the exciplex [12,41]. Instead, in non-polar

solvents, the characteristic exciplex emission in the red and near IR spectral regions has been

seen particularly for the dyads, which have a face-to-face orientation between the donor and

acceptor [12,46,47-50].

The photodynamics of the exciplex formation and decay depend strongly on the distance and

mutual orientation between the donor and acceptor [12,46-48,50]. The covalently linked

porphyrin-fullerene dyads with short center-to-center distance between the porphyrin and

fullerene moieties present a unique DA system [12,19,20,46,47,51], because they may provide a

pre-formed intramolecular complex. Unlike for many other DA systems where the exciplex is

formed only after excitation of one of the chromophores, in such porphyrin-fullerene dyads the

intramolecular exciplex is characterized by a relatively strong CT absorption band, which is

observed in the red-near IR spectral region [12,31,41,46-50]. For such porphyrin-fullerene dyads,

the energetic parameters associated with the exciplex can be obtained by analyzing the steady

state CT absorption and emission bands in frame of the semi-quantum electron transfer theory

[27,31,38,39,49,52]. These parameters are: the free, vibrational, and reorganization energies, the

electron-vibrational coupling, and the electronic coupling matrix element.

According  to  the  Marcus  ET  theory,  the  shape  of  the  CT  emission  band  is  presented  as  a

weighted sum of Gaussians [27,31,38,39,48,52]:
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,                                                                      (2.10)

where ν is the light frequency, ΔG° is the free energy, i.e. the exciplex energy relative to the

ground state, and C0 is a constant. The coefficient C0 is a frequency independent scaling factor,

which determines only the emission density [12,31]. Thus, the fit of an experimentally available

CT emission to Equation 2.10 gives the energetic parameters associated with the exciplex, i.e.

ΔG°, λrs, Ev, and S.
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The spectrum shape of the CT absorption band can also be obtained from the Marcus theory,

which gives the following equation [29,31,39,52]:
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,                                                                      (2.11)

where A0 is the frequency independent constant [12,31]. In the case of porphyrin-fullerene

systems, S is smaller than unity and the major components of the absorption and emission spectra

originate from the transitions between states of zero vibrational levels, i.e. i = 0 [31,48,49], but a

more reliable fitting can be achieved by taking into account for example six vibrational levels (i

= 0-5) and neglecting only the transitions to higher vibrational modes [31].

It has been earlier reported that the CT emission band shifts to the red, becomes broader, and

decreases in intensity upon increasing the solvent polarity [12,31,40,46-50]. These effects have

been attributed to the increase in solvent reorganization energy and lowering of the exciplex

energy in solvents with higher polarity.

The electronic coupling matrix element, V, (indicated in Equations 2.7 and 2.8) cannot be

directly obtained from the CT absorption bands using the model given in Equation (2.11),

because this parameter is included in the constant A0, which is directly related to the transition

dipole moment of the molecule [52]. Under certain simplifications, the electronic coupling can

be evaluated from the center-to-center distance between the donor and acceptor, RDA, and the

spectrum shape and intensity as follows [12,29,48]:

2/1
maxmax

2

)(1006.2  





DAR
V ,                                                                                               (2.12)

where εmax and νmax are the molar absorption coefficient (M-1cm-1) and the light frequency (cm-1)

at the maximum of the CT band, respectively, and Δν is the bandwidth (cm-1)  of  the  CT

absorption.

For  the  direct  non-radiative  relaxation  of  the  exciplex  to  the  ground  state,  it  is  possible  to

calculate the rate constant using the same formula derived for the ET reactions, i.e. Equation 2.7

[25-27,29]. In fact, the electronic coupling matrix element determines the magnitude of the non-

radiative relaxation rate constant [25-27,29,39].
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The magnitude of the electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor can be evaluated in

frame of a suitable ET theory applied to the studied system, whether it is an adiabatic or a non-

adiabatic reaction [25-27,29]. In non-adiabatic ET reactions, the electronic coupling between the

donor and acceptor is small while in adiabatic processes the electronic coupling is large [25-

27,29]. However, for the exciplex-ground state transitions, in some cases the non-adiabatic

model can be valid even with strong electronic coupling between the states. It has been reported

earlier that the electronic coupling for the exciplex can be a 100 times larger than that of the

complete CS state in DA compounds of aromatic hydrocarbons [53]. This result can be explained

by presenting the wave function of the exciplex, Ψ(DA)*, as a linear combination of the locally

excited state wave function of the donor or acceptor, Ψ(D*A) or Ψ(DA*), and the complete CS state

wave function, Ψ(D•+A•-), and thus it is expected to have larger coupling with the ground state

wave function than the complete CS state wave function alone [27,38,39,53]. In particular, the

electronic coupling for the exciplex formed between a methyl benzene donor and a

tetracyanoanthracenene acceptor has been reported to be ~0.17 eV [54]. The strong electronic

coupling for the exciplex state has been deduced from a study of the quantitative relationship

between the radiative and non-radiative electron transfer reactions [27,54,55]. Gould et al. have

shown that the non-adiabatic and adiabatic theories are in quantitative agreement when the sum

of the reorganization and vibrational energies is considerably smaller than the driving force of

the ET reaction, i.e. ΔGex >> Ev + λr (Equation 2.7) for the direct relaxation of the exciplex to the

ground state [27,55]. Instead, if ΔGex would approach Ev + λr, the adiabatic theory should be

applied to this case [55].

Since the oscillator strength, f, of an electronic transition is directly proportional to the integral of

the molar absorptivity of the absorbing molecule, the oscillator strength of the transition from the

ground state to the exciplex state can be determined from the corresponding CT absorption

spectrum using the following equation [56]:

 dMcmf 291032.4 ,                                                                                                     (2.13)

where ε is the molar absorption coefficient (M-1cm-1) and ν is the wave number (cm-1). The

calculation  of  the  oscillator  strength  of  an  electronic  transition  helps  to  compare  absorption

bands belonging to the same transition but having different bandwidth, absorption intensity, and
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wavelength position. The electronic coupling and the oscillator strength are two correlated

parameters, i.e. higher electronic coupling leads to higher oscillator strength of the electronic

transition and vice versa.

2.3 Porphyrins, phthalocyanines, fullerenes and their dyads

In the artificial models of photosynthetic reaction centers, porphyrins and their analogues

phthalocyanines are often used as mimics of chlorophylls, since they belong to the same class of

compounds and share similar electron and energy donating properties [5]. Porphyrin is a

macrocyclic molecule that consists of a fundamental skeleton of four pyrrole rings connected at

their alpha carbons via methane bridges [57]. The phthalocyanine macrocycle consists of four

isoindole units, which are linked each other by aza bridges. The basic structural unit of porphyrin

is named as porphine (Figure 2.2). The four pyrrole rings in porphyrins and phthalocyanines are

connected so that the nitrogen atoms face inward. This structure forms a central cavity that can

bind  a  wide  variety  of  cations,  including  the  transition  metals  which  results  in  an  alteration  of

many properties of the compounds [58]. Non-metallated porphyrins and phthalocyanines are

known as free-base compounds. In addition, the properties of porphyrins can be changed by a

chemical modification introducing different types of substituents onto the peripheral positions of

the macrocycles. This modification alters for example the solubility, the redox potentials, and the

electronic spectra, which in turn alters the donating ability of these chromophores in the

photoinduced processes.

Porphyrins have high absorptivity at the blue part of the spectrum. The highly conjugated

aromatic macrocyclic structure results in an intensive absorption (ε >  2  ×  105 M-1cm-1) at

approximately 410-435 nm in the UV-visible absorption spectrum [59,60]. This absorption

maximum is termed as the Soret band [57]. In addition, there are several weaker absorption

maxima in the range 450-700 nm, which are called Q bands. The free-base porphyrin exhibits

four Q bands whereas the metallated porphyrin shows only two Q bands in the visible absorption

spectrum. The Soret band corresponds to a transition from the electronic ground state to the

second singlet excited state, while the Q bands originate from transitions to the first singlet

excited state [61,62].
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Compared to porphyrins, phthalocyanines have higher extended π electron aromatic system.

These chromophores are thermally and chemically stable and absorb the light more intensively in

the red-near IR region of the spectrum [58,63]. The Soret band for phthalocyanines is weaker

while the Q band absorption is more intensive. In addition, the fluorescence quantum yields of

phthalocyanines are higher than those of porphyrins, making them suitable for efficient light-

harvesting antenna systems. Similarly to porphyrins, phthalocyanines are synthetically versatile

compounds as the two hydrogen atoms of the central cavity can be replaced by more than 70

metals and a variety of substituents can be incorporated in their structure [64].

Fullerenes are molecules that consist solely of carbon atoms arranged to form a closed surface

composed of 12 pentagons and a varying number of hexagons [65,66]. The most stable structure

of fullerenes is the one consisting of 60 carbon atoms, i.e. C60 or buckminsterfullerene [66]. C60

is the smallest fullerene where all the pentagons are isolated from each other by hexagons

(Figure 2.2). The C60 fullerene absorbs light in the UV region of the spectrum at shorter than 300

nm while it has only weak absorption in the visible region. The large number of carbon atoms

arranged in highly symmetrical three-dimensional configuration of the C60 molecule results in its

unique properties as an electron acceptor in DA compounds. It can accommodate up to six

electrons in solution [67,68] and the reorganization energies of the C60 containing DA dyads are

significantly lower compared to otherwise similar dyads with different acceptor moieties [15-17].

The term “fullerene” in the entire Thesis text refers to C60 because it was the lonely electron

acceptor used in the present study.

Figure 2.2. Structures of Porphine, Phthalocyanine, and C60 Fullerene.
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Porphyrin-fullerene DA compounds can serve as models of the photosynthetic reaction center

because they exhibit fast charge separation and slow charge recombination processes

[8,9,15,16,20,24,69-73]. Since the absorptions of both porphyrin and phthalocyanine in the

visible region are much stronger than that of fullerene, they are usually the chromophores being

photo-excited in these systems. To achieve an efficient photoinduced ET in the above mentioned

molecular  assemblies,  numerous  attempts  to  model  the  optimal  geometry  of  the  dyad  and  to

probe its impact on ET reactions have led to the development of a variety of porphyrin- and

phthalocyanine-fullerene DA dyads, which give rise to different topologies and chromophore

separations [5-14,17-23,41,46-50,63,64,69-74].

The highly efficient donating properties of phthalocyanines render them ideal molecular

components in DA ensembles [18,58,63,64]. The phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads have a

potential advantage over the porphyrin-fullerene dyads in possibility to undergo photoinduced

ET even in non-polar media, e.g. in toluene, as well as in polar solvents [18].

As was shown in Section 2.1, the distance between the centers of the donor and acceptor, RDA,

affects the reorganization energy and as a result the rate of the ET reaction. Therefore, the

porphyrin- and phthalocyanine-fullerene DA dyads, which have the face-to-face orientation

between D and A and short RDA has been found to undergo fast charge separation process

because of the large interaction between D and A moieties [12,19-23]. Such orientation can be

achieved by combining the two species of the dyad symmetrically with two molecular chains

[12,19-23].

2.4 Ligand coordination effect on ET reactions

The naturally occurring metalloporphyrins, such as iron (II) porphyrins are essential to the

human life as they play vital roles in the transport and storage of oxygen through the binding of

molecular oxygen to the central iron (II) ion in the hemoglobin protein [75,76]. Similarly to

processes taking place in nature, such binding plays an important role also in chemistry. As

mentioned above, the existence of the central cavity in the synthetic free-base porphyrin and

phthalocyanine macrocycles (Figure 2.2) enables the metallation with a wide variety of cations,

including the transition metals [58]. In addition, the axial ligand binding to the zinc porphyrin

and zinc phthalocyanine can give a rise to various extended supramolecular systems [13,24].
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In the studies of metalloporphyrin complexes, e.g. transition metal complexes, it has been

observed that the paramagnetic electronic configuration of the metal rapidly deactivates the

excited states of the compounds and makes the fluorescence lifetime very short [77]. Instead, the

filled d-shell of zinc atom does not quench the porphyrin singlet excited state fluorescence [78-

80], which makes the zinc (II) porphyrin complexes, together with free-base porphyrins ideal

building blocks in the construction of synthetic light harvesting models [5,58,81-83]. Zinc

porphyrin complexes provide simple systems among the wide variety of metalloporphyrins for

the study of a range of different ligands that axially bind to the central zinc. This simple system

is based on the electronic configuration of the zinc ion (d10), which leaves only one coordination

degree of freedom of the resulted complex, i.e. the four-coordinate zinc porphyrin macrocycle

accepts only one axial ligand to form a five-coordinate complex [84-86]. The axial coordination

of ligands to the central zinc has a strong effect on the energetics and the ET processes in

metalloporphyrin-based DA compounds. The binding effect of nitrogenic ligands, such as

amines, imidazoles, and pyridines, on the properties of metalloporphyrins and metalloporphyrin-

fullerene DA assemblies has been extensively studied [13,24,69,85-89]. The effects ranged from

minor to drastic changes in the energetic properties of the porphyrin chromophore and the rate

constants of the photoinduced energy and ET reactions.

The main effect of the axial coordination of ligands to zinc porphyrin (ZnP) is the change in the

energetic properties of the chromophore. It is well established that ligation of bases, including

anions, to metalloporphyrins lowers the potential for one-electron oxidation of the porphyrin

molecule. The effect of various anions on the electrochemistry of zinc tetraphenylporphyrin has

been previously studied in dichloromethane, and it has been revealed that the difference in the

first one-electron oxidation potentials between the non-ligated and fully chloride-ligated ZnP is

about 0.35 eV [89]. The spectroscopic features of zinc porphyrins can also be altered by the

binding: the entire absorption of the chromophore shifts to the red and the intensity ratio of the

low to high energy Q bands increases upon the binding of ligands to the central zinc [87,89,90].

However, Seely and Nappa have shown that the effects of the ligand on the ZnP properties

depend on its charge and polarizability and not on the strength of the Zn-ligand bond, i.e. the

negatively charged ligands have stronger effects than the neutral ones and thus halides, such as

the chloride ion, have been found to be the most effective ligands in tuning the energetic and
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spectral properties of the ZnP chromophore [89,90]. Furthermore, the quantum yields of the ZnP

cation radical formation in the ligand-assisted ET reaction from the triplet state of ZnP to 1,4-

benzoquinone have been earlier studied using substituted pyridines and chloride ion [87]. The

study demonstrated that the quantum yield of the formation depends on the ligand’s ability to

shift negative charge toward the porphyrin ring via the central zinc. The chloride ion has been

found to be the most effective one among the investigated ligands on the stabilization of the ion

pair, because it resulted in remarkable enhancement of the quantum yield of the complete CS

state. Moreover, it has been reported that the binding of chloride ion to the terminal zinc (II)

porphyrin of selectively metalated triad and tetrad porphyrin arrays allows controlling the

photoinduced energy and ET processes in the array [91].

D’Souza and Da Ros have studied the effect of axial binding of pyridine on the photochemical

stabilization of the complete CS states for a series of non-covalently and covalently linked

porphyrin-fullerene dyads and supramolecular porphyrin-fullerene conjugates in different

environments [13,24,69]. They have demonstrated that the axial coordination provides a strategy

to control the charge separation and CR processes. The studies revealed that the charge

separation reaction is slightly enhanced whereas the CR process becomes much slower by the

pyridine coordination to the ZnP moiety because the ligand stabilizes the complete CS state

[13,24,69].

Similarly to zinc porphyrin, zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) is an efficient emissive chromophore,

and its singlet excited state has even longer lifetime than that of ZnP [92]. As the case for ZnP,

the main effect of the axial coordination of ligands to ZnPc is the change in the energetic

properties of this chromophore, but the influence of the ligand binding on the properties of ZnPc

chromophore is not as strong as that observed on the ZnP chromophore. The differences in the

energetic and spectroscopic features between the ligated and non-ligated ZnPc have been

reported to be small [13]. For example, it has been demonstrated that absorption of ZnPc shifts to

the blue by only 3 nm upon the axial coordination of imidazole-fullerene in a ZnPc-appended

fullerene conjugate [13]. This impact difference arises from the differences in the electronic and

redox properties between the ZnP and ZnPc chromophores [58]. The high electronic density

distribution around the central zinc in the phthalocyanine macrocycle core may lower the
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molecule’s  affinity  to  attract  the  ligand  compared  to  the  high  affinity  of  the  porphyrin

chromophore.

3 Materials and methods

The primary goal of this research was to investigate the effect of the coordinating environment

(such as electrolytes) on the exciplex intermediate and the whole reaction scheme of the ET

taking place in the studied dyads. Therefore, the dyads were studied in the presence of negatively

charged ligands, i.e. the chloride or bromide ions, in solvents of different polarities [I,II,IV]

using a wide range of steady state and time-resolved spectroscopic techniques, and

electrochemical  methods [I,IV]. In addition, the reaction mechanism dependence on the solvent

polarity was studied for porphyrin-fullerene dyads [III] in several solvents with different

polarity.

3.1 Compounds

In this study, two different DA compounds were used: zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyads [I-III] and

a zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad [IV]. All the studied compounds were synthesized at the

Department of Chemistry and Bioengineerig, Tampere University of Technology. The synthesis

of the studied compounds is described in the literature [22,93], and the molecular structures are

shown in Figure 3.1. All the studied DA dyads were double-bridged: the porphyrin or

phthalocyanine donors are connected with the fullerene acceptor via two covalent linkers, which

restricts the conformational freedom of the dyad. The zinc porphyrin and fullerene reference

compounds, ZnP-ref and C60-ref (Figure  3.1),  were  also  studied.  The  chloride  ion  as  a  strong

negatively charged ligand was produced from tetra-n-butylammonium chloride, TBACl [I,II,IV].

Tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate, TBAPF6, was used to create an ionic non-ligating

environment as a reference [I].
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Figure 3.1. Molecular structures of the studied compounds: the two zinc porphyrin-fullerene
dyads ZnDHD6ee and ZnTBD6be and their porphyrin and fullerene reference compounds,
ZnP-ref and C60-ref, and the zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad ZnPc-C60ee.
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3.2 Steady state absorption and emission spectroscopy

The absorption spectra were measured using a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer. The

fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Fluorolog 3 fluorimeter (SPEX Inc.). The emission

spectra were corrected using the correction function supplied with the instrument. Two different

types of cuvettes were used in the absorption measurements, the glass and quartz cuvettes,

depending on the measured spectral range. In the study of the CT absorption of ZnDHD6ee [II],

the concentration of the dyad was set to give an absorption of about unity at the Q band of the

dyad in 1 cm cuvette. Suitable excitation and monitoring filters were used in the fluorescence

measurements.

3.3 Differential pulse voltammetry

The differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was utilized to measure the oxidation and reduction

potentials of the donor and acceptor species of the studied dyads, which are used to calculate the

energies of the CS states of zinc porphyrin- and zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads [I,IV]. The

first one-electron oxidation potentials, Eox, of the donors, ZnP and ZnPc, and the first one-

electron reduction potential, Ered, of the acceptor fullerene in the dyad compounds were recorded

with DPV in CH2Cl2 using a platinum wire as pseudo-reference electrode. A cell vial with 20 mL

capacity was used as a three-electrode cell. A platinum disc working electrode (1 mm) was

polished with alumina suspension and rinsed with ethanol and acetone before use. A graphite rod

(0.5 mm) was used as a counter electrode.

The background signal was measured before running the DPV measurements of the dyads using

TBAPF6 and TBACl as supporting electrolytes for the non-ligating and chloride-ligating

solutions, respectively. After measuring the background, 0.1 M of TBAPF6/CH2Cl2 and

TBACl/CH2Cl2 solutions  of  the  samples  were  added  to  the  electrochemical  cell.  The

concentrations of the samples in the cell were 0.15-0.2 mM. Ferrocene was used as an internal

reference redox system. Redox potential of Fc (~0.7 mM) was recorded in both salt solutions in

separate measurements [I]. All the measurements were carried out at room temperature under

high-purity nitrogen flow, and recorded using a potentiostat controlled by a computer. The

scanning rate was 50 mV/s, the pulse time was 20 ms, the pulse amplitude was 20 mV, and the

equilibration  time  was  5  s.  All  the  measurements  were  done  towards  both  the  anodic  and
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cathodic directions and the oxidation and reduction potentials were obtained as an average of the

two scans.

The DPV measurements of the reference compound (ZnP-ref) of the zinc porphyrin-fullerene

dyad  [I]  were  carried  out  also  in  TBABF4/anisole electrolyte and using Ag/AgCl reference

electrode to compare with the results obtained from the DPV measurements done versus the Pt

wire pseudo-reference electrode. This three-electrode cell had a capacity of 3 mL, 1 mm

platinum was used as the working electrode, Ag/AgCl as the pseudo-reference electrode, and a

graphite rod (0.5 mm) as the counter electrode.

The energy of the complete CS state, ∆Gcs, in both the ligated and non-ligated dyads can be

calculated using the Rehm-Weller equation, from the difference between Eox and Ered, and

accounting for the Coulombic attraction between the anion and cation as follows [30]:
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where zD+ and zA- are the charge numbers of the donor and acceptor species, respectively.

The Coulombic potential is calculated in point-to-point approximation and it increases the energy

of the complete CS state [30].  Assuming that  the binding does not change the geometry of the

dyad, the Coulombic term is approximately the same for both ligating and non-ligating

environments. The center-to-center distance for both of the studied zinc porphyrin-fullerene

dyads [I,III] was previously estimated as 7 Å [12], which resulted in large values of the

Coulombic term in non-polar and moderately polar solvents (e.g. 0.46 eV in anisole). For the

zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad [IV] RDA was longer (13 Å) [22], which decreases the value

of the Coulombic interaction between the phthalocyanine and fullerene moieties.

3.4 Time-resolved spectroscopy

Time-resolved spectroscopy is used to monitor the evolution of the photoinduced reactions, and

determine the lifetimes of the transient states formed in different steps of the excitation

relaxation process. In these measurements, the samples are excited by short laser pulses at an

appropriate wavelength to generate an excited state. The excited state absorption spectrum is

different from that of the ground state. Therefore, the time evolution of the transient states can be
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monitored by measuring the absorbance or fluorescence of the sample as a function of time. In

both absorption and emission measurements, the objective is to determine the impulse response

function of the sample, i.e. the decay, which would be observed if the excitation pulse was

infinitely short.

3.4.1 Pump-probe

The pump-probe method is used to measure the transient absorption spectra in the picosecond

and subpicosecond time scales [94,95]. An optical scheme for pump-probe experiments is

presented in Figure 3.2. The first key part of the laser system is a Ti:sapphire pulse generator

pumped by Nd:YVO4 laser (Verdi V6). The Ti:sapphire laser generates 50 fs pulses and it is

tuned to operate at wavelength around 800 nm. The femtosecond pulses of the Ti:sapphire

generator are amplified by a multipass amplifier pumped by a second harmonic of the Nd:YAG

Q-switched laser. The amplified pulses are split into two beams. One beam is directed to a

second harmonic generator (SHG) to produce the excitation (pump) pulses and the other part is

focused to a water cuvette to generate white continuum pulse, which is used as the probe for

monitoring the differential absorption of the samples. The probe beam is further split into two

parts: a signal beam and a reference beam, which are both focused on the sample cuvette. The

pump beam goes through a delay line with a moving right angle reflector. The delay line is used

to  tune  the  optical  path  length  of  the  pump  pulse  relative  to  the  probe  pulse.  The  signal  and

reference beams cross the sample at different points and the pump pulse overlaps only with the

signal beam. The pump pulse arrives at the sample before the probe pulse (the signal beam), and

thus one can measure the absorption of the sample at a given delay time after the excitation. By

moving the right angle reflector of the delay line one can change the delay between the pump

and probe pulses and detect changes in the absorption in the time interval up to 1.2 ns. The upper

delay limit is due to the limited length of the delay line. Typically 100-200 pulses were averaged

at  each  delay  time  to  improve  the  signal-to-noise  ratio.  The  typical  time  resolution  of  the

instrument is ~ 200 fs. The transient absorption spectra were recorded with a charge-coupled

device (CCD) detector coupled with a monochromator in the visisble-near IR range.
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Figure 3.2. Scheme of the pump-probe technique [96]. SHG is a second harmonic generator and
CCD is a charge-coupled device detector.

3.4.2 Up-conversion

The up-conversion technique for time-resolved fluorescence measurements in the picoseconds

and subpicosecond time domains is used to detect the short-living emitting states [94,95]. An

optical scheme of an instrument implementing the frequency up-conversion method is shown in

Figure 3.3. The same femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser utilized in the pump-probe measurements

was used in this method. To excite the sample in up-conversion measurements, a dichroic mirror

is installed after the SHG to split the pulses into two beams. The reflected beam is used for the

excitation while the transmitted one serves as the gate pulses. The collected sample emission by

a lens is filtered to reject the excitation and then focused on to a non-linear crystal (NLC). The

gate  pulses  pass  through  a  delay  line  before  the  arriving  at  the  NLC  to  mix  with  the  sample

emission. The NLC mixes the gate fundamental frequency, νg, and the emission frequency, νem,

to produce the sum frequency or the signal frequency, νd = , νg + νem. The intensity of the light at

νd is measured by the detection system (PD, Figure 3.3). The method is called up-conversion

because the frequency of the signal is shifted up by the value νg relative to the frequency of the

emission νem. The typical time resolution of the instrument is similar to that of the pump-probe

method (~ 200 fs).
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Figure 3.3. Scheme of the up-conversion time-resolved emission measurements [96]. NLC is a
non-linear crystal and PD is a photodetector.

The up-conversion method was utilized to measure the emission decay profiles of ZnDHD6ee

(Figure 3.1) using photo-excitation at ~ 405 nm, which promotes the zinc porphyrin moiety of

the dyad to its second singlet excited sate. This state was not detectable in the measurements

since the relaxation to the first singlet excited state via internal conversion is very fast. The

fluorescence decay of ZnDHD6ee was monitored at the wavelength of maximum fluorescence

intensity of each non-ligated and chloride-ligated zinc porphyrin chromophore (paper I).

3.4.3 Time-correlated single photon counting

The time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) system [95] (Figure 3.4) was mainly used

to determine the lifetime of the exciplex state for the studied zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyads

(Figure 3.1), by measuring the exciplex emission decay in the red-near IR region of the spectrum

[I,III].

The pulsed light from a laser is used to excite the samples. The driver of the pulsed laser

generates triggering pulses (“start” pulses) synchronized with the excitation light pulses. The

sample emission is collected by a lens and passed to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled with

a monochromator. The photomultiplier works in photon counting mode, e.g. each detected

photon generates an electric pulse on the photomultiplier output. The triggering electric pulse
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and the pulse from PMT coming via the constant fraction discriminators (CFD) are directed to

the time-to-amplitude convertor (TAC), which is the pulse controlled generator of linearly rising

voltage. The pulse coming from CFD starts the generator operation (the “start” pulse). After the

start pulse the TAC output voltage increases linearly with time. The emission photon pulse stops

the generator and therefore it is called “stop” pulse. The output voltage of TAC is analyzed by

the multichannel analyzer (MCA). The analyzer has a memory divided into a number of channels

and each channel is associated with a voltage interval and thus each channel corresponds with a

delay time interval (Figure 3.4).

The excitation wavelength used in the present study was 405 nm, and the time resolution of the

TCSPC instrument was approximately 60-80 ps (FWHM of the instrument response function).

PMT

sample
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”stop”
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”start”
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”start””stop”
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Figure 3.4. Scheme  of  the  TCSPC  measurement  system  [96].  PMT  is  a  photomultiplier  tube,
CFD is a constant fraction discriminator, TAC is a time-to-amplitude convertor, and MCA is a
multichannel analyzer.
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3.4.4 Transient data analysis

The raw data obtained from the time-resolved measurements correspond to the populations of the

transient states involved in the excitation-relaxation processes of the studied molecules. These

data can be presented as a series of transient decay curves at different wavelengths. The data of

the time-resolved measurements can be analyzed by fitting the decay curves to exponential

functions, when all the reactions in the excitation relaxation process obey the first-order reactions

as follows [95]:
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where F is the model decay functions, e.g. it can be the differential absorption (∆A) or the

emission intensity (I)  of  the  sample, λ is the wavelength, ai are the pre-exponential factors or

amplitudes, t is  the  time,  and τi are the lifetimes of the components. The large data arrays

obtained from time-resolved spectroscopic experiments can be analyzed by two strategies: the

target analysis techniques or the global analysis [97]. For example, when there are two transient

states absorbing at different wavelengths (Figure 3.5a) their absorption decay in time (the so-

called kinetic traces, Figure 3.5b) can be monitored at specific wavelengths. In the target analysis

one could simply take one wavelength specific for particular intermediate state and look at its

evolution in time [97].

In the global data analysis a large amount of data at studied wavelengths is fitted simultaneously

to obtain common lifetimes, τi, and component spectra, ai (λ), using the kinetic model given in

Equation 3.2. This strategy is usually carried out when the spectral separation of two or more

than two transient species is impossible or complicated. The transient absorption results can be

presented as so-called decay component spectra, ai (λ), which are obtained from the fitting, and

plotted as a function of wavelength (Figure 3.5d).

The number of components needed for the data fitting equals the number of transient species in

the reaction, and in a simple case of a linear chain of reactions the rate constants of the reaction

steps are inverse values of the fitted lifetimes. The quality of the fitting is indicated by the mean

square deviation, σ2, of the fitted parameters from the measured ones. The number of the

exponential functions needed for the fitting was selected according to the enhancement in the fit
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quality by adding exponential functions gradually. The limit of 10% decrease in σ2 was

considered as the tangible improvement in a fit procedure over another one, which has one

exponent less than the other.
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Figure 3.5. Transient data analysis procedure of two transient states resolved in the picosecond
time domain and absorbing at different specific wavelengths: (a) absorption spectra of first
instant state (solid) and delayed second state (dashed), the black, blue, and red lines indicate
different detection conditions, (b) transient absorption decays (kinetic time traces) monitored at
three different wavelengths, (c) transient absorption spectra at three different delay times, and (d)
the pre-exponential factors obtained from the data fitting using Equation 3.2.

The emission decays of the transient states can be measured at different monitoring wavelengths

with a constant accumulation time. As similar to the transient absorption data, the emission

decay curves at different wavelengths can be fitted globally to obtain the emission decay

associated spectra (DAS). With the aid of DAS, the different emitting species can be
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distinguished and in some cases identified by comparing the shapes of the components to the

steady state fluorescence spectra. In this study, DAS were measured with TCSPC to resolve the

emitting exciplex state which overlaps with the emission of the first singlet excited states of the

zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyads [I,III].
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4 Results and discussion

4.1 Theoretical model for quantitative analysis of ET in donor-acceptor dyads

In earlier studies an exciplex has been clearly identified as a transient state in the photoinduced

reactions of the zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyads used in this study (Figure 3.1) in both polar and

non-polar  media  [12].  The  CT  absorption  and  emission  bands  in  the  red  to  near  IR  spectrum

range have been clearly observed [12,31]. It has been found that the complete CS state does not

form in non-polar solvents but the exciplex produced from the singlet excited state of porphyrin

relaxes directly to the ground state. In polar solvents, the exciplex has been observed as an

intermediate between the locally excited state of porphyrin and the complete CS state [12].

When the photo-reaction in a porphyrin-fullerene dyad is initiated by exciting the porphyrin

chromophore, the clear distinction between the exciplex and the complete CS state in the dyads

is a challenging task because of two reasons: 1) the ET reaction does not proceed in one step and

a few intermediate states have to be identified and distinguished, and 2) the differential spectrum

of the exciplex has features resembling the differential spectra of both the porphyrin singlet

excited state and the complete CS state. If the locally excited state of porphyrin is not formed,

the number of intermediate states involved in the excitation-relaxation process of the dyad will

be decreased to only two intermediates [see paper III]. This strategy can be performed by

exciting the dyad in the near IR region, which populates the exciplex directly from the ground

state.

Generally, if a DA system has strong interaction between the donor and the acceptor, the

exciplex state can be formed and it may have sufficiently long lifetime to undergo light emission

[34-36]. Such DA pairs are characterized by relatively strong oscillator strength for the transition

from  the  ground  state  to  the  exciplex  (the  CT  band)  and  the  quantitative  analysis  of  the  ET

reaction can be simplified. Upon the photo-excitation of the dyad at the CT band, a direct

population of the exciplex from the ground state occurs. The exciplex can relax to the ground

state or form the complete CS state, which in turn recombines to the ground state (Scheme 4.1).

The populations of both the exciplex and the complete CS state are indicated by their transient

absorption spectra. The pump-probe method can be used to measure the absorption of the

transient states in the picoseconds to sub-picosecond time scales (Section 3.4.1). Such kind of
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measurements supplies information that can be used to detect the exciplex and the complete CS

state and in turn to identify the whole ET reaction mechanism of the dyad in different

environments. The absorption decays of the exciplex and the complete CS state can be resolved

into two exponential components.

Since the exciplex is an emissive state, direct decay of this state to the ground state can also be

monitored by measuring the emission decays in non-polar and moderately polar solvents

[12,17,41,46,47,49,50]. The time-resolved emission measurements give information on the

concentration of the exciplex only, but not on that of the complete CS state. If a significant back

reaction from the complete CS state to the exciplex takes place, the exciplex emission decay will

be bi-exponential with the same time constants as the absorption decay [98,99]. In fact, the

occurrence of conversion from the complete CS state to the exciplex can be observed as a bi-

exponential kinetic behavior for the exciplex in an emission experiment. The quality of the

TCSPC experiments (Section 3.4.3) is usually very high, allowing the bi-exponential analysis to

be performed.

The photo-excitation of the dyad at the CT band in the time-resolved absorption measurements

results only in two intermediate states: the exciplex generated directly after the excitation, and

the complete CS state. Therefore, only three states are involved in the excitation-relaxation

scheme: the ground state, DA, the exciplex, (DA)*, and the complete CS state, D•+A•–, (Scheme

4.1).  It  has been earlier  shown [12,41] that  depending on the solvent polarity the energy of the

complete CS state can be either lower (in polar media) or higher (in non-polar media) than that

of the exciplex. Generally, an equilibrium between the exciplex and the complete CS state can be

expected (Scheme 4.1). Relaxation of (DA)* and D•+A•– to the ground state are described by four

rate constants depicted in Scheme 4.1: the direct relaxation of the exciplex to the ground state,

kex,  the  transition  from  the  exciplex  to  the  complete  CS  state, kET, the back reaction from the

complete CS state to the exciplex, kcx, and the decay of the complete CS state to the ground state

or the CR process, kCR.
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Scheme 4.1. Reaction scheme of the excitation-relaxation process of ZnTBD6be.a

DA

excitation
at 780 nm

(DA)* D•+A•–kET

kcx

kCRkex

a kET and kCR are the rate constants for the charge separation and charge recombination  processes,
respectively, kcx is the rate constant for the back conversion of the complete CS state to the
exciplex, and kex is the relaxation rate constant of the exciplex to the ground state.

There are only two transient states associated with Scheme 4.1, and the apparent lifetimes of the

states depend on four intrinsic rate constants, in a general case. Therefore, not much information

about the intrinsic reaction rate constants can be obtained by using solely the experimental

lifetimes. The essential information can be obtained from the transient absorption component

spectra and emission DAS (Section 3.4.3). In polar solvents the energy of D•+A•– is considerably

lower than that of (DA)* and the equilibrium between these two states is shifted more to the side

of D•+A•–, i.e. kET >> kcx and the reaction D•+A•– → (DA)* can be neglected. On the contrary, in

non-polar media the energy of D•+A•– is  higher than that  of (DA)*, kET << kcx, and the reaction

(DA)* → D•+A•– can be neglected. Apparently, in an intermediate case neither of these reactions

can be neglected, and a more advanced analysis method has to be developed to obtain

information on the reaction parameters. The following discussion describes the relations between

the intrinsic rate constants and the ET parameters, the construction of the model that accounts for

all four reactions depicted in Scheme 4.1, and the strategy used to find a connection between the

intrinsic rate constants and the two observable lifetimes.

The kinetics of the relaxation process of the DA dyad (Scheme 4.1) can be considered from the

thermodynamic point of view. For an established equilibrium, the population ratio between the

exciplex  and  the  complete  CS  state  does  not  change  in  time  and  is  given  by  the  Boltzmann

distribution:
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where [ex] and [cs] are the populations, ΔGex and ΔGcs are the free energies of the exciplex and

the complete CS state, respectively, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature.

Right after the excitation at the CT absorption band, only the exciplex is populated and the

thermodynamic equilibrium between the exciplex and complete CS state is established with the

rate constants kET and kcx according to Scheme 4.1. This is observed as the fast component in the

time-resolved absorption measurements, i.e. the fast process represents the transition reaction

between the exciplex and the complete CS state. The relaxations are considered under the

condition of established thermodynamic equilibrium (Equation 4.1), which formally means that

kET + kcx > kex and kCR, and the exciplex and complete CS state relax synchronously, even though

the relative populations of the states may be very different in different solvents.

According to this assumption, the common relaxation rate constant depends on the relative ratio

between the populations of the states as follows:

)1( exCRexexcsCRexexfit kkkkk   ,                                                                     (4.2)

where kfit is the common decay rate constant (see Section 4.2), and βex and βcs are the relative

fractions of the exciplex and the complete CS state, i.e. βex =  [ex]/([ex]+[cs]) =

([ex]/[cs])/([ex]/[cs] + 1) and βcs = [cs]/([ex]+[cs]).

The direct relaxation rates of the exciplex and the complete CS state to the ground state (either

kex or kCR in Scheme 1) can be obtained from Equation 2.7 (Section 2.1) [25-27,29]. The

vibrational energy and the electronic-vibrational coupling have similar values for the exciplex

and the complete CS state relaxation, but the electronic coupling, the free energy, and the

reorganization energy are clearly different for these two reactions.

The dependences of the reorganization and free energies on the solvent polarity factor

[26,28,30,31] were discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The dependence in Equation

2.6 (Section 2.2) deals with complete charge separation, but in the case of an exciplex a partial

charge separation is expected and the elementary charge qe in the equation should be replaced by
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the amount of charge being separated, which is equal to the multiplication of qe by  the  charge

separation degree (γ) in the exciplex as follows:
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The charge separation degree is unity in the case of the complete CS state and 0 < γ < 1 for the

exciplex state.

Similar square dependence of the free energy coefficient (a) on the charge separation degree (γ)

in the exciplex can still be expected in case of the complete CS state. In this case the coefficient

a can be calculated from the corresponding coefficient of the exciplex and its charge separation

degree, without knowing the center-to-center distance between the donor and acceptor (RDA,

Equation 4.3), which may differ from the geometrical distance between the donor and the

acceptor:

acs = aex / γ2,                                                                                                                                 (4.4)

where aex and acs are  the  free  energy  coefficients  of  the  exciplex  and  the  complete  CS  state,

respectively, and γ is the charge separation degree in the exciplex.

The dependence of the total reorganization energy (λr) of the exciplex on the solvent polarity

factor (fs) has been found to be linear as presented in Equation 2.5 (Section 2.1) [31]. The inner

sphere or the internal reorganization energy does not depend on the solvent polarity [26].

Similarly to the free energy case, the solvent dependent part of the reorganization energy (the

coefficient b in  Equation  2.5)  of  the  complete  CS  state  can  also  be  calculated  from  the

corresponding value of the exciplex and the charge separation degree as follows:

bcs = bex / γ2,                                                                                                                                 (4.5)

where bex and bcs are the reorganization energy coefficients for the exciplex and the complete CS

state, respectively. Therefore the solvent dependences of the free and reorganization energies of

both the exciplex and the complete CS state can be modeled by guessing γ, E0, and λri values for

the two states and using the aex and bex coefficients estimated previously [31].
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Knowing the populations of the exciplex and the complete CS state (Equation 4.1), and their free

energies (Equation 2.9), one can calculate the rate constants of the equilibrium reaction between

them, kET and kcx, in all of the studied solvents. In equilibrium kET/kcx = [cs]/[ex] and τfast = (kET +

kcx)-1 , which leads to
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where τfast is the experimental lifetime of the fast component obtained from the data analysis of

the time-resolved absorption spectroscopy.

Substituting Equations 2.5, 2.7, 2.9, 4.1, 4.4, and 4.5 into Equation 4.2, a mathematical model to

calculate the common lifetimes (1/kfit) and to fit the dependence of the lifetimes on the solvent

polarity can be constructed. The model was successfully applied to analyze the solvent

dependence of a porphyrin-fullerene DA dyad having a close contact between the porphyrin

donor and the fullerene acceptor (ZnTBD6be, Figure 3.1) and it can be valid for any DA system

having high enough electronic coupling for the exciplex-ground state transition. Previously

reported exciplex parameters for ZnTBD6be [31] were used as fixed parameters during the fit

process [see paper III].

4.2 Model application to a porphyrin-fullerene dyad

The theoretical model derived in Section 4.2 was developed to analyze the ET processes

occurring in the porphyrin-fullerene dyads, which have a face-to-face orientation between the

porphyrin donor and fullerene acceptor (Figure 3.1). A clear quantitative distinction between the

exciplex and the complete CS state was obtained by applying the constructed model to a

porphyrin-fullerene dyad in all of the studied environments even though the transient absorption

spectra of these two states were rather similar.

The  excitation  wavelength  of  the  dyad  was  set  at  780  nm (at  the  CT band)  in  the  pump-probe

measurements,  which  populates  the  exciplex  directly  from  the  ground  state.  A  wide  range  of

solvents  with  different  polarities  (from  non-polar  toluene  to  strongly  polar  DMF)  was  used  in

these measurements. The pump-probe measurements confirmed the ET reaction reported earlier

for ZnTBD6be [12] and revealed similar shapes of the transient absorption decay component
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spectra of the dyad in all of the studied solvents (see spectra in DMF as an example in Figure

4.1). The time constants of the resolved components were very different in different

environments. The time constants of both the fast and the slow components decrease with the

increase of solvent polarity (Table 4.1) following the trend previously reported for similar dyads

[12,41,46,47]. In all solvents, except in toluene, two components were resolved from the fitting

of the transient absorption spectra (paper III).
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Figure 4.1. Transient absorption decay component spectra (solid lines with symbols) and time
resolved transient absorption spectrum right after excitation (at 0 ps, dashed line) for ZnTBD6be
in DMF. The excitation wavelength was 780 nm.

The relaxation of the exciplex was monitored by measuring its emission decay in the near IR

region of the spectrum using the TCSPC method [12,41,46,49]. The instrument time resolution

was not sufficient for determining the emission lifetimes in solvents with polarities higher than

that of anisole (i.e. for solvents with εr > 4.3), where the exciplex emission has a too short

lifetime and minor population. The decays were measured in the wavelength range of 580-840

nm, fitted globally, and the DAS (see Section 3.4.3) were used to assign the correct lifetime to

the exciplex decay [41,49]. The mechanism of the excitation-relaxation process of the dyad

obeys Scheme 4.1 (Section 4.1) and the experimental lifetimes of ZnTBD6be measured with

TCSPC in toluene, anisole, and toluene/anisole are presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Experimental lifetimes of ZnTBD6be obtained from the TCSPC and pump-probe
measurements in different solvents.

solvent τ (ps)a τfast (ps)b τslow (ps)b

toluene 1260 - 1120

toluene/anisole 325 12.6 331

anisole 142 9.8 177

DCB - 8.7 154

anisole/PhCN - 4.2 62

PhCN - 2.5 46

DMF - 1.0 16

a From TCSPC. b From pump-probe.

A set of energetic fit parameters for the exciplex and the complete CS state was obtained from

the quantitative analysis (Table 4.2). The dependence of the calculated common lifetimes (1/kfit)

on the solvent polarity factor is shown in Figure 4.2.

Table 4.2. Energetic parameters obtained from the fit. E0 is the solvent independent part of the
free energy, γ is the charge separation degree, λri is the internal reorganization energy, and V is
the electronic coupling matrix element.

state E0 (eV) λri (eV) γ V (eV)

exciplex 1.199 0.082 a 0.55 0.254

complete CS 1.072 0.105 1 b 0.012

a From ref. 31. b Fixed value.
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Figure 4.2. Dependence of the measured decay time constants (long-lived component, Table 4.1)
of ZnTBD6be on  the  solvent  polarity  factor  (circles  with  error  bars),  fitted  dependence  of  the
common calculated lifetimes (solid line), and separate time constants for the direct relaxation of
the exciplex and the complete CS state to the ground state (dotted and dashed lines,
respectively).

The detailed discussion on the fit parameters given in Table 4.2 and the comparison between the

obtained parameters for the exciplex with the corresponding ones reported previously is

presented in paper III. It was concluded that the electronic couplings, the solvent independent

parts of the free energies of both the exciplex and the complete CS state, and the charge

separation degree in the exciplex were determined accurately and they can be considered more

reliable than the  ones reported earlier, assuming that the applied model is valid. A special

attention was paid to the electronic couplings for both the exciplex and the complete CS state.

The obtained electronic coupling for the exciplex of ZnTBD6be was approximately 4 times

larger than those reported earlier for such dyads [12,17,47]. This difference can be explained by

the different strategy used to calculate the electronic coupling. In all previous studies the value of

the electronic coupling was calculated from the estimation of the oscillator strength of the CT

absorption band and the center-to-center distance between the donor and the acceptor (Equation

2.12), which are prone to be evaluated with rather large inaccuracy. In this study the electronic

coupling was not obtained from a single measurement in one solvent but achieved from applying

a theoretical model, which was found to be valid in a wide range of environments, and was used
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successfully for quantitative analysis of the photodynamic reactions of the dyad (Scheme 4.1) in

both polar and non-polar solvents.

The mathematical model derived in Section 4.2 can be used to obtain the ET parameters for such

systems at any value of solvent polarity. The calculated rate constants, kfit, kcx, kET, the measured

rate constant of the slower component, kexp, the relative populations of the exciplex, βcs, and the

free energies of both the exciplex and the complete CS state are given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Calculated relative populations of the exciplex (βex), calculated free energies for the
exciplex and the complete CS state (ΔGex and  ΔGcs, respectively), calculated rate constants
obtained from the fit model, kET, kcx, and kfit, and the experimental direct relaxation rate constants
of the exciplex and the complete CS state, kexp, for ZnTBD6be in variable solvents.

solvent εr βex
b ΔGex (eV) c ΔGcs (eV) c kET (s-1) d kcx (s-1)e kfit (s-1) f kexp (s-1) g

toluene 2.38 0.999 -1.346 -1.558 - - 0.8 × 109 0.8 × 109 h

toluene/anisole 3.37 a 0.987 -1.303 -1.415 1.0 × 109 9.3 × 1010 3.4 × 109
3.0 × 109

3.0 × 109 h

anisole 4.33 0.908 -1.279 -1.339 9.4 × 109 7.8 × 1010 5.9 × 109
5.6 × 109

7.0 × 109 h

DCB 10.12 0.139 -1.234 -1.186 9.9 × 1010 1.6 × 1010 7.4 × 109 6.5 × 109

anisole/PhCN 14.88 a 0.057 -1.223 -1.149 2.2 × 1011 1.4 × 1010 1.4 × 1010 1.6 × 1010

PhCN 25.90 0.024 -1.213 -1.117 3.9 × 1011 9.8 × 109 2.5 × 1010 2.2 × 1010

DMF 38.25 0.017 -1.208 -1.102 9.8 × 1011 - 6.6 × 1010 6.3 × 1010

a The ratio of solvents was 1:1 (see paper III). b Calculated from Equation 4.1. c Calculated from
Equation 2.9. d Calculated from Equation 4.6. e Derived from Equation 4.6. f Calculated from
Equation 4.2. g From pump-probe (the slow component). h From TCSPC.

The results presented in Table 4.3, and the information about the relations between the

experimental and the calculated intrinsic rate constants in the excitation-relaxation process of

ZnTBD6be are discussed in paper III.
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4.3 Effect of halide binding on ET in porphyrin- and phthalocyanine-fullerene
dyads

In this Section, the investigations of the halide coordination effects on ET properties of zinc

porphyrin- and zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads (ZnDHD6ee and ZnPc-C60ee, Figure 3.1)

are discussed. The effect of chloride binding with the ZnP and ZnPc moieties on the

photoinduced ET reaction of the dyads was investigated in solvents of different polarities

ranging from moderately polar anisole to strongly polar DMF taking into account the solubility

of the used electrolyte (TBACl salt) in the solvents. The free energies and the lifetimes of all the

intermediates involved in the ET reactions (the singlet excited state, the exciplex, and the

complete CS state) were affected by the ligation, but the strength of the effect ranged from

considerable on the ET properties of the zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad to weak on those of the

zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad.

4.3.1 Anion ligand effect on the singlet excited state of the donor

4.3.1.1 Zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad

The absorption spectra of ZnDHD6ee (Figure 4.3a) in presence of chloride and bromide ions

show clear red shift  of all  absorption bands and an increase in the intensity ratio of the high to

low  energy  Q  bands  relative  to  that  of  the  non-ligated  dyad  [87,89].  The  Soret  band  of

ZnDHD6ee in TBACl/anisole was shifted to the red by ~13 nm compared to the sample in

anisole, while the Q bands were shifted to the red by ~20 nm, and the intensity of the Q1 band

increased by almost two times. Compared to the effect of the chloride, the red shift and the

change in the intensity ratio were slightly larger with the bromide ion. It has been reported earlier

that the red shift and changes in intensity upon the axial coordination of ligands to the zinc

porphyrin is due to the charge and medium polarization induced by the halide ion, which leads a

shift of electron density from the ligand toward the porphyrin ring via the central zinc [90].

The emission spectra of the non-coordinated and chloride-coordinated ZnDHD6ee are shown in

Figure 4.3b. The non-ligated dyad showed a broad emission band above 770 nm, which was not

observed for the chloride-ligated dyad. At the same time, the strong emission of the first singlet

excited state (S1) of zinc porphyrin chromophore was found to be efficiently quenched in both

coordinated and non-coordinated cases [see paper I]. Such efficient quenching has been earlier
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attributed to the fast formation of the intramolecular exciplex for ZnDHD6ee and similar

double-linked zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyads [12].
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Figure 4.3. Steady state absorption and fluorescence spectra of ZnDHD6ee in anisole and in
halide solutions: (a) absorption and (b) fluorescence. The Q band region in the absorption
spectrum is magnified ten times for clarity.

The lifetime of the S1 state of the ZnP chromophore in ZnDHD6ee was determined from time-

resolved fluorescence measurements. The emission  decay  profiles  of  the  dyad  in  the  femto  to

picosecond time scales were measured with the up-conversion method (Section 3.4.2). The

emission decays of the non-ligated and chloride-ligated dyads were monitored at the maximum

fluorescence of the ZnP S1 state (see paper I). In anisole, the lifetime of the S1 state (0.5 ps) was

slightly shortened upon the chloride coordination (0.4 ps in TBACl/anisole). The lifetime of the

S1 state of ZnP can also be measured with time-resolved absorption spectroscopy, i.e. pump-

probe, but the up-conversion is more accurate method. As was explained above, in porphyrin-

fullerene  dyads  the  energies  of  S1 state of porphyrin chromophore, the exciplex state, and the

complete CS state are relatively close to each other and it is difficult to discriminate between

their transient absorption spectra. Instead, in the up-conversion technique the emission decay of

the S1 state is monitored at a specific wavelength and its lifetime can be determined.
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4.3.1.2 Zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad

The absorption spectrum of ZnPc-C60ee in the presence of chloride ions showed slight changes

compared to that recorded in the corresponding non-ligating environment (Figure 4.4a). The

entire absorption spectrum was blue shifted upon the axial binding and the absorption intensity

ratio was changed. The Soret band of ZnPc-C60ee in the coordinating solution was shifted to the

blue by 5-7 nm compared to the corresponding spectra measured in pristine solvents, while the

Q1 band was shifted to the blue by 5 nm. In addition, the hyperchromic effect was observed for

the Q1 band, i.e. the intensity ratio between the Soret and Q1 band (Soret/Q1, see paper IV) in the

coordinated dyad was decreased by 18-25 % relative to that of the non-ligated one. The blue shift

phenomenon represents an opposite trend compared to that observed for the zinc porphyrin-

fullerene dyad ligated with chloride.

Similarly to the absorption, the emission of the chloride-coordinated ZnPc-C60ee was shifted to

the blue by 5 nm, and a slight increase in the emission intensity of the Q1 band upon the ligand

binding was also seen. The emission spectra of ZnPc-C60ee in  DMF  and  TBACl/DMF  are

shown in Figure 4.4b.
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Figure 4.4. Steady state absorption and fluorescence spectra of ZnPc-C60ee in non-ligating and
chloride-ligating solutions: (a) absorption and (b) fluorescence.

The transition from the S1 state of phthalocyanine to the complete CS state has been earlier

proved for the free-base compound of ZnPc-C60ee [22], and for other double-linked free-base

and zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads having the same linkers as of ZnPc-C60ee [23]. An
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efficient quenching of the ZnPc fluorescence by fullerene has been observed in both polar and

non-polar media.

As shown in Figure 4.4b, no emission band characteristic for that of an exciplex was seen in

either non-coordinated or chloride-coordinated dyads. The lifetime of the S1 state of ZnPc was

determined from the pump-probe measurements, and was found to be increased upon the

coordination  of  chloride  to  the  central  zinc  of  the  ZnPc  chromophore.  In  all  of  the  chloride-

ligating  solutions  the  lifetime of  the  S1 state of ZnPc was 1.2-1.4 times longer than that in the

corresponding non-ligating environment (see Section 4.4).

There were two important differences between the ZnP and ZnPc chromophores in the effect of

chloride ligation on the free energies and lifetimes of the S1 states. Firstly, the whole effect was

weaker in the case of the zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad, and secondly the trend was

opposite: the chloride binding to the central zinc results in lower energy and shorter lifetime for

the S1 state of ZnP whereas it leads to an increase in both the energy and lifetime of the singlet

excited state of ZnPc chromophore (Section 4.4).

4.3.2 Anion ligand effect on the intramolecular exciplex

The CT absorption band, which corresponds to the direct transition from the ground state to the

exciplex was observed for the double-linked porphyrin-fullerene dyad in chloride and bromide

salt solutions (Figure 4.5). Compared to the dyad in pristine environment, the CT absorption

band is higher and broader, and shifted to the red gradually in the ligating environments. The red

shift in the ligating solutions of the moderately polar solvents (anisole and THF) was found to be

much larger than that in pure solvents with higher polarities. The halide coordination to the zinc

porphyrin donor has a stronger effect on the exciplex features than a simple increase in medium

polarity. This can be rationalized by the fact that the negative charge of the halide induces an

electric field around the dyad near the porphyrin ring. The direction of the induced electric field

is the same as the direction of ET, i.e. from porphyrin to fullerene, which makes the ET reaction

a more efficient process. The effect of the electric field is expected to be strong on the CT

absorption since in this state the static dipole moment of the molecule is much larger than that in

the ground state. This was observed both as a gradual red shift of the CT absorption band and as

a moderate increase in its intensity (Figure 4.5).
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The CT emission band was clearly seen in moderately polar solvents (Figure 4.3b). The emission

spectrum of ZnDHD6ee in anisole showed clear features of the exciplex above 770 nm in

addition to ZnP fluorescence around 570-700 nm. The chloride binding resulted in an increase in

the  oscillator  strength  and  large  red  shift  of  the  CT  absorption  band  (Figure  4.5),  but  the  CT

emission band was not detected (Figure 4.3b). This result indicates that the exciplex is efficiently

quenched (its lifetime is shortened) upon the coordination of chloride ion to the ZnP moiety of

the dyad.
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Figure 4.5. Absorption spectra of ZnDHD6ee and its complexes at the red and near IR regions
of the spectrum in anisole, THF, PhCN, DMF, 0.3 M TBABr/anisole, 0.1 M TBACl/anisole, and
0.1 M TBACl/THF. The noisy signal around 870-885 nm is due to the change of the
spectrophotometer detector.

The exciplex absorption and emission spectra can be analyzed using the semi-quantum Marcus

theory for electron transfer [31,39,52]. The shape of the CT absorption band is given by Equation

2.11 (see Section 2.2 for the details). In fact, Equations 2.7, 2.10, and 2.11 (Sections 2.1 and 2.2)

are derived in frame of one and the same ET theory and can be used for common analysis of the

phenomenon. Since the CT emission was not observed in the halide ligated dyads (Figure 4.3b),

only the CT absorption spectra were used in this analysis. Because the CT absorption band

overlaps partially with the lowest energy absorption bands of the fullerene and porphyrin

chromophores, Equation 2.11 cannot be used directly to fit the spectra presented in Figure 4.5.

Instead,  the  fitting  of  the  absorption  spectra  of  the  dyad  was  done  after  subtraction  of  the

absorption of the fullerene reference compound, C60-ref (Figure 3.1), from that of the dyad (see

paper II for a more detailed discussion), and taking into account the ZnP absorption bands. The
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fit model included a total of three bands (Figure 4.6): the CT absorption band as given in

Equation 2.11, a sharp Gaussian for the first Q band of zinc porphyrin, and a broad Gaussian

band with a maximum outside of the fit range in the blue part of the spectrum, which accounts

for all other absorption bands.
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Figure 4.6. Fitted (solid red lines) and measured (dashed lines) absorption spectra of
ZnDHD6ee:  (a)  in  THF  and  (b)  in  0.1  M  TBACl/THF.  The  components  of  the  absorption  fit
function are the CT band (blue line), and two Gaussian bands (light blue and green lines).

The energetic parameters obtained from the fitting of the CT absorption band in the studied

ligating and non-ligating environments are presented in Table 4.4. As can be seen in Table 4.4,

the exciplex free energy is roughly 0.3 eV lower for ZnDHD6ee coordinated by chloride or

bromide ions than in the corresponding pure solvent. As shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the

absorption maximum of the CT band in the chloride- or bromide-coordinated dyad was shifted to

the red by about 140 nm relative to that of the non-coordinated dyad.

The oscillator strength of the transition from the ground state to the exciplex was determined

from the corresponding absorption spectrum using Equation 2.13 [56]. Because the CT

absorption band overlaps partially with absorptions of the low energy transitions of porphyrin

and fullerene chromophores, the fitted spectra of the CT bands (the blue curves in Figure 4.6)

were used to calculate the oscillator strength of the transition in the region 7000-22000 cm-1 (see

paper II for the details). The oscillator strengths in both the ligated and non-ligated dyads were

relatively large (0.020-0.026, Table 4.4). It was found that the oscillator strength of the transition

from the ground state to the exciplex is only 3 times lower than that of the ground state to the S1
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state in both the non-coordinating and coordinating environments. In addition, the halide binding

resulted in an increase in the oscillator strength of the CT absorption band by ~15-20 % relative

to that of the non-ligated one as can be seen in Table 4.4. The decrease in ΔG° and increase in the

oscillator strength for the coordinated dyads were explained by the electric field generated by the

negative charge of the halide ligated to the porphyrin ring on the side opposite to the fullerene

and thus facilitating the electron density shift from the porphyrin to fullerene.

The electronic coupling matrix elements of the transition from the ground state to the exciplex of

the dyad in both the non-ligating and ligating environments can also be estimated from the CT

absorption band using Equation 2.12 [28,38,39]. It has been previously found that the electronic

coupling for a series of double-linked porphyrin-fullerene dyads, including ZnDHD6ee depends

on the center-to-center distance (RDA in Equation 2.12) between the porphyrin and fullerene

moieties [12]. All the spectral parameters in Equation 2.12 can be extracted from Figure 4.6, and

the center-to-center distance can be estimated as ~7 Å as reported earlier [12,31]. The results of

calculations are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Energies obtained from the fitting of the absorption spectra of ZnDHD6ee, the
calculated oscillator strengths, and the calculated electronic coupling matrix elements.

solvent/salt
solution ΔG° (eV) λrs (eV) V (cm-1)a f b

Anisole 1.430 0.217 602 0.021

THF 1.389 0.221 586 0.020

PhCN 1.300 0.269 543 0.017

DMF 1.231 0.307 510 0.013

TBABr/anisole 1.119 0.285 647 0.026

TBACl/anisole 1.117 0.291 645 0.025

TBACl/THF 1.063 0.297 628 0.023

a Calculated from Equation 2.12.  b Calculated from Equation 2.13.

As shown in Table 4.4, slightly stronger coupling (~10 %) is seen for ZnDHD6ee in the

coordinating environment compared to the non-coordinating one, and the strongest coupling was

observed for the bromide solution of anisole. This result is consistent with the obtained oscillator
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strengths, since higher electronic coupling should lead to higher oscillator strength of the ground

state to the exciplex transition. As stated above, the physical reason for the effect is the presence

of the negative charge at the porphyrin side opposite to that of the fullerene, which facilitates the

electron density shift from porphyrin to fullerene, i.e. lowers the energy of exciplex and makes

the direct photo-excitation to the exciplex more efficient.

As shown in Section 4.3.1.1 (Figure 4.3b) the chloride binding to the central zinc of ZnDHD6ee

resulted in an efficient quenching of the exciplex emission in the dyad and no emission band was

detected in the red to near IR regions of the spectrum. Therefore, the emission decay of the

exciplex could not be measured and its lifetime was not determined.

4.3.3 Anion ligand effect on the complete CS state

4.3.3.1 Zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad

The  oxidation  and  reduction  potentials  of ZnDHD6ee in non-coordinating and chloride-

coordinating environments were determined by the DPV measurements and the resulting

difference between these potentials were used to calculate the energy of the complete CS state of

the dyad. The differential pulse voltammograms of ZnDHD6ee in both ligating and non-ligating

solutions are shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7. Differential pulse voltammograms of ZnDHD6ee in 0.1 M of TBAPF6/CH2Cl2, and
TBACl/CH2Cl2 solutions. The presented background is for TBAPF6/CH2Cl2 solution. The
potentials are expressed relative to the redox potentials of Fc/Fc+, which were calculated from
separate measurements with the same pseudo-reference electrode [I].
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As can be observed in Figure 4.7, the chloride coordination leads to a lower oxidation potential

of  the  ZnP  moiety  in ZnDHD6ee, similarly to the results reported earlier for zinc porphyrins

[89]. The binding with chloride ion has only a minor effect on the reduction potential of the

fullerene moiety, which is reasonable outcome as the ligation takes place between the chloride

ion and the ZnP moiety. The difference in the first reduction potential of the fullerene moiety of

the dyad in TBAPF6 and TBACl solutions was only 40 mV, whereas the difference in the first

oxidation potential of the ZnP moiety was 220 mV. Thus, the donor ability of the ZnP moiety of

the dyad was enhanced by the coordination of chloride.

The energy of the complete CS state of the dyad was calculated (Equation 3.1, Section 3.3)

considering the Coulombic attraction between the anion and cation [30]. Applying the center-to-

center distance between the ZnP and fullerene moieties as ~7 Å [12,31] the complete CS state

energies of ZnDHD6ee in TBAPF6/CH2Cl2 and TBACl/CH2Cl2 were estimated roughly as 1.93

eV and 1.67 eV, respectively [paper I]. Thus, the chloride binding to the ZnP moiety of the dyad

lowers the energy of both the exciplex and the complete CS state as can be expected.

The lifetime of the complete CS state was determined by measuring the absorption of the

transient states of ZnDHD6ee with the pump-probe method (Section 3.4.1) using photo-

excitation at ~ 405 nm. The transient absorption decay curves in a wide spectrum range were

globally fitted using a three exponential model. The third component needed for the fitting of the

experimental results had a lifetime too long to be resolved with the instrument. This component

was found to arise from the solvents and not from the dyad itself (see paper I for the details), and

that component was omitted from Figure 4.8 for clarity.

The decay component spectra for the non-coordinated and chloride-coordinated dyads are

presented in Figure 4.8. The exciplex state in both the non-ligated and chloride-ligated dyads

could not be observed directly in the pump-probe measurements, because the exciplex and the

complete CS state have rather similar spectral features and close lifetimes [12]. The second

component has features of both the exciplex and the complete CS state (Table 4.3). In these

experiments the excitation populates the second singlet excited state of the porphyrin

chromophore, which relaxes rapidly to the S1 state and was not resolved in the measurements.

The component with a 2.3 ps time constant (Figure 4.8a) for the non-ligated dyad is clearly too
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long-lived to be assigned to the S1 state of the ZnP chromophore in the dyad, as the lifetime of

this state was found to be 0.5 ps in the up-conversion measurements (Section 4.3.1.1). As was

discussed previously (Section 4.2) the equilibrium between the exciplex and the complete CS

state is  established in picosecond time domain,  and since this process starts  from the exciplex,

establishing of the equilibrium means some rise of the population of the complete CS state. The

rise of the complete CS state population is also confirmed by the negative (rise) intensities of the

fast component at wavelengths specific for the complete CS state, around 650 and 860 nm.
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Figure 4.8. Transient absorption decay component spectra and calculated time-resolved spectra
at 0 delay time for ZnDHD6ee in (a) anisole and (b) TBACl/anisole.

The second component with a 176 ps time constant shows clear spectral features of the ZnP

radical cation at 600-750 nm [100], and fullerene radical anion around 800-1100 nm. As opposed

to the sharp peak at ~1050 nm for the anion of pristine C60 [101], the broad anion band is

characteristic for the doubly-linked fullerene [12,22,23]. For the non-ligated dyad in anisole, it

was shown in Section 4.2 that the relaxation process to the ground state via the exciplex

dominates (by ~ 91 %) over that via the complete CS state, because the exciplex energy is lower

than that of the complete CS state and the population of the exciplex is higher than that of the

complete CS state (Table 4.3). According to the mathematical analysis carried out for

ZnTBD6bee in Section 4.2, the theoretical value of the time constant for direct relaxation of the

CS state to the ground state in anisole is ~ 9 ns (Figure 4.2). This value is considerably larger

than the experimentally observed lifetime in the pump-probe experiments (Figure 4.8), since in
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anisole the population of the complete CS state is very small and if this state is formed it decays

quickly via the intramolecular exciplex.

For the chloride-coordinated dyad, the shape of the second component was different compared to

that in the non-coordinated dyads, and this component was assigned to the complete CS state

(see paper I for detailed discussion). The lifetime of the second component in the chloride-

ligated ZnDHD6ee (35 ps) was found to be even shorter than that observed for the dyad in polar

benzonitrile (46 ps, Table 4.1).

Compared to the non-ligated ZnTBD6ee in anisole, the CR process was found to be ~260 times

faster in the ligated dyad (Figures 4.2 and 4.8). The faster back ET of the chloride-ligated dyad is

reasonable taking into account the increased donor ability of the ZnP moiety, which was

observed as lowering of the first oxidation potential in the TBACl solution compared to that in

the non-coordinated dyad (Figure 4.7). The shorter lifetime of the complete CS state for the

ligated ZnDHD6ee is  explained by the lower energy of the complete CS state compared to the

non-ligated one. This result is consistent with the Marcus inverted region [25-29] for such

compounds.

4.3.3.2 Zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads

The first one-electron oxidation and reduction potentials of the ZnPc and fullerene moieties of

ZnPc-C60ee were determined with the DPV measurements (Section 3.3) of the ligated and non-

ligated dyads in CH2Cl2. The differential pulse voltammograms in non-coordinating and

chloride-coordinating environments are presented in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9. Differential pulse voltammograms of ZnPc-C60ee in  0.1  M  of  TBAPF6/CH2Cl2
(nonligated), and TBACl/CH2Cl2 (ligated) solutions. The presented background is for
TBAPF6/CH2Cl2 solution. The potentials are expressed relative to the redox potentials of Fc/Fc+,
which were measured separately using the same pseudo-reference electrode [paper I].

The reduction potential of fullerene was found to be the same for both the chloride-ligated and

non-ligated dyads whereas the oxidation potential of ZnPc chromophore is lower than that of the

non-ligated one by 70 mV (Section 4.4). The differences between Eox and Ered (Equation 3.1) for

the chloride-coordinated and non-coordinated ZnPc-C60ee were 1.07 eV and 1.14 eV,

respectively. The difference for the non-ligated dyad agrees very well with that reported

previously for a similar double-linked zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad in PhCN (1.16 eV)

[23].  The  energies  of  the  CS  state  of  the  dyad  in  different  ligating  and  non-ligating  solutions

were estimated from Equation 3.1 accounting for the Coulombic attraction between the anion

and cation [30]. The CS state energies of the dyad in different coordinating and non-coordinating

solutions were estimated applying the center-to-center distance between ZnPc and fullerene

moieties to be 13 Å for the major extended conformation of ZnPc-C60ee [22]. The decrease in

the CS state energy in the coordinated dyads indicates that the axial ligation of the chloride to the

ZnPc moiety enhances slightly the electron donor ability of ZnPc chromophore.

The absorption of the transient states were measured with the pump-probe technique using the

photo-excitation at ~ 390 nm, and the absorption decay curves were globally fitted using a bi-

exponential model. The shapes of decay component spectra for the dyad were found to be similar

in all of the non-ligating and chloride-ligating environments (see Figure 4.10 for the dyad in

DMF and its  chloride complex as an example).  In all  cases the formation of the CS state after
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relaxation of the locally excited S1 state of ZnPc chromophore was seen. The components with

14 ps and 11 ps time constants for the non-ligating and chloride-ligating dyads, respectively, can

be assigned to the decay of the CS state of the dyad (Figure 4.10). The characteristic absorption

band of phthalocyanine radical cation was observed around 800-900 nm. The band is broadened

compared to the band of the free radical cation of phthalocyanine [102], because of the

interaction between the phthalocyanine cation and the fullerene anion in the dyad [22,23].

Similarly to double-linked porphyrin-fullerene dyads studied previously [12], and other

phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads [22,23], it has been shown that the anion of the di-substituted

fullerene gives rise to absorption in a broad spectral range, 900-1100 nm, instead of the sharp

peak of the pristine fullerene anion at ~1050 nm [101]. The fastest component can be attributed

to the transition from the S1 state of ZnPc chromophore to the CS state.
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Figure 4.10. Transient absorption decay component spectra and calculated time-resolved spectra
at 0 delay time for ZnPc-C60ee: (a) in DMF and (b) in TBACl/DMF.

As shown in Figure 4.10, the CR process was slightly faster in the chloride-coordinated dyad.

The chloride binding to the ZnPc moiety of ZnPc-C60ee accelerated this process by almost 1.3

times. This effect is much weaker than the corresponding one observed on the CR process of the

zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad (Figure 4.8). The rate constants of the charge separation (CS) and

CR processes in the dyad are discussed in the following section.
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4.4 The inverted region behavior for the phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad

The conclusion of the Marcus inverted region behavior [25-29] for the electron transfer and back

electron transfer reactions of the phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad (ZnPc-C60ee) was drawn after

studying the effect of the chloride binding with ZnPc moiety of the dyad on the ET reaction in a

series of solvents (Table 4.6).

It was observed that decreasing the driving force of the CR process of ZnPc-C60ee results in an

increase in the rate constant of the reaction, kCR, (Table 4.6). The energy of the CS state, i.e. the

free energy of the CR process, is lower for the ligated dyad compared to the non-ligated one and

the rate constant of this process is larger than that observed in the corresponding non-

coordinating environment (Table 4.6). Similarly to the case for porphyrin-fullerene dyads

[20,21,74], the Marcus inverted region phenomenon has been earlier established for the CR

process for several covalently linked phthalocyanine-fullerene dyads [18,64].

Interestingly, the charge separation process is also located in the Marcus inverted region. The

driving force of this process (-ΔGCS) in ZnPc-C60ee was estimated as the difference between the

energy  of  the  first  singlet  excited  state  of  zinc  phthalocyanine  (Eph)  and  the  energy  of  the

complete CS state (∆Gcs). The Eph and ∆Gcs values were estimated from the steady absorption

and emission, and from the DPV measurements, respectively. It is seen from Table 4.6 that the

CS rate constant, kCS,  in  all  of  the  chloride-coordinated  dyads  is  smaller  when  ΔGCS becomes

larger, which is also consistent with the Marcus inverted region behavior [25-29]. The charge

separation process of ZnPc-C60ee in all of the chloride-ligating solutions was 1.2-1.4 times

slower than that in the corresponding non-ligating environments (Table 4.6). The slowing down

of the forward ET rate constant upon the axial chloride binding to the central zinc of the dyad is

in agreement with the steady state fluorescence measurements (Section 4.3.1.2), because the

increase in the lifetime of S1 state was also observed as an increase in the fluorescence intensity

of the ligated ZnPc-C60ee (Figure 4.4b). The inverted region behavior found for ZnPc-C60ee

differs from that for porphyrin-fullerene dyads reported several times, since in porphyrin-

fullerene dyads, which have the extended conformation with long center-to-center distance

between porphyrin and fullerene moieties, the charge separation process has been found to occur

in the normal region of Marcus parabola [20,21,74].
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Table 4.6. Rate constants of CS and CR processes, kCS and kCR, respectively, phthalocyanine
singlet excited state and CS state energies, Eph and ∆Gcs, respectively, the driving force of the CS
reaction, ΔGCS, and the reorganization energy, λr, for ZnPc-C60ee in coordinating and non-
coordinating environments.

solvent/salt solution kCS (s-1)a kCR (s-1)a Eph (eV)b ΔGcs (eV)c ΔGCS (eV)d

DMF 6.79 × 1011 7.15 × 1010 1.78 1.169 -0.611

TBACl/DMF 4.87 × 1011 8.96 × 1010 1.79 1.099 -0.691

PhCN 3.82 × 1011 3.47 × 1010 1.77 1.183 -0.587

TBACl/PhCN 2.74 × 1011 4.61 × 1010 1.78 1.113 -0.667

CH2Cl2 1.56 × 1011 1.66 × 1010 1.76 1.264 -0.496

TBACl/CH2Cl2 1.17 × 1011 2.23 × 1010 1.77 1.194 -0.576

anisole 9.46 × 1010 8.88 × 109 1.75 1.396 -0.354

TBACl/anisole 7.29 × 1010 1.14 × 1010 1.76 1.326 -0.434

a From pump-probe. b From steady state absorption and fluorescence measurements. c Calculated
from Equation 3.1. d ΔGCS = -(Eph – ΔGcs).

As was shown in Section 2.1, in the classical Marcus theory of electron transfer the inverted

region behavior means that the absolute value of the driving force must be larger than the

reorganization energy [25-29]. For the dyad used in this study, the driving force was calculated

to be -0.611 eV in strong polar solvents, such as DMF (Table 4.6), and reorganization energy

must  therefore  be  smaller  than  0.61  eV.  In  an  earlier  study  for  a  very  similar  dyad,  the

reorganization energy has been estimated based on the continuum theory [25-29], and assuming

that RDA is  12.5 Å, and RD = RA = 4 Å. The estimated reorganization energy of the CS process

has been found to be 0.95 eV in PhCN [22], which is clearly larger than -ΔGCS. In frame of the

obtained present results, this raises questions on the validity of the continuum model for that

estimation and/or correctness of the parameters used for the estimation. For example, using RDA

= 10 Å, RD = 6 Å and RA = 4 Å, the reorganization energy will  be 0.6 eV, which is  just  at  the

limit separating normal and inverted regimes of the charge separation for this dyad. Therefore, in

this study the qualitative results of attributing the charge separation process to the Marcus

inverted region are considered to be more reliable than the previous estimation based on a simple

geometrical model of the dyad. The detailed discussion of the reorganization energy and driving
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force for the CS process of ZnPc-C60ee, and the difference between the cases for

phthalocyanine- and porphyrin-fullerene dyads are presented in paper IV.
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5 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the reported results:

1. A mathematical description of the equilibrium reaction and relaxation of the exciplex and

the complete CS state in porphyrin-fullerene dyads was worked out to study

quantitatively the intrinsic rate constants of the reactions and the energetic parameters

they depend on. The mathematical model is based on the Marcus ET theory and the

Boltzmann distribution, and it enables to separate the rate constants involved in

synchronous relaxations of the exciplex and the complete CS state to the ground state.

The developed model can be applied to calculate the free energies, the populations, the

ET rate constants, and the direct relaxation rate constants of both the exciplex and the

complete CS state to the ground state for such dyads at any value of the dielectric

constant of the solvent. Thus, a clear discrimination is obtained between the two

equilibrated intermediates, which have rather similar transient absorption spectra.

2. The energy balance between the exciplex and the complete CS state was found to occur

in an environment with a solvent dielectric constant of 6.4. At this value the populations,

the energies, and the rate constants of the equilibrium between the exciplex and the

complete CS state become equal. In solvents with higher dielectric constants, the energy

of the complete CS state is lower than that of the exciplex and the relaxation takes place

via the complete CS state predominantly, whereas in solvents with lower polarities the

energy of the complete CS state is higher and the exciplex relaxes directly to the ground

state.

3. The analysis of the reaction rate constants suggests rather high electronic coupling

between the exciplex and ground state, 0.25 eV. This finding corroborates the rather high

oscillator strength for the transition from the ground state to the exciplex (the CT

absorption band) for zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyads, which is only three times lower than

that of the Q band of the zinc porphyrin chromophore.

4. The chloride coordination to a zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad lowers the energies of both

the exciplex and the complete CS state and accelerates the ET processes. Similarly, the
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energy of the CS state is lower and recombination is faster upon chloride binding to a

zinc phthalocyanine-fullerene dyad though the change is smaller than for the zinc

porphyrin-fullerene dyad. These effects were explained by the electric field induced by

the negative charge of the chloride ligated to the central metal. The electric field reduces

the energy of the CS state, which leads to faster charge recombination due to the inverted

Marcus regime of the back electron transfer reaction in both dyads.

5. The effect of anion ligation on the exciplex energy can be seen as a gradual red shift of

the CT absorption band of the zinc porphyrin-fullerene dyad. Also the oscillator strength

of the CT absorption band increases by 15-20 % upon the chloride ligation.

6. The chloride ligation to the zinc phthalocyanine moiety of the zinc phthalocyanine-

fullerene dyad results in an increase in the driving force of the charge separation process,

and a decrease in the ET rate constant. Thus also the forward ET reaction in this dyad

was found to occur in the Marcus inverted region.
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